BEER LIST!

Let’s go on a craft beer adventure...
We strive to bring you the greatest of beers available to humanity! Of course, to do this, this menu may be liable to wild and inexplicable changes based on weather phenomenon, signs from the hop gods, not to mention our general mood! Keep an eye on our guest taps board to see what new delicious rarity is pumping through our beer lines. Ask staff what’s new or look for a recommendation, we are always prepared to convert!

This beer list is just the tip of what we do, feel free to ask any of our beer experts for other new beers we might have in and what are our latest/seasonal beers. Enjoy your visit and if you have any requests or comments seek out our comment cards and let us know! Or talk to us, we don’t bite!

A GUIDE TO THE MAIN BEER STYLES

**Ale** is brewed from malted barley using a warm-fermentation with a strain of brewers’ yeast. The yeast will ferment the beer quickly, giving it a sweet, full bodied and fruity taste. Most ales contain hops, which help preserve the beer and impart a bitter herbal flavour that balances the sweetness of the malt.

**Pale Ale** is a beer made by warm fermentation using pale malt. It is one of the world’s major beer styles. The higher proportion of pale malts results in a lighter colour.

**IPA** India Pale Ale is a style of pale ale developed in for export to India. India Pale Ales are known to have a bitter taste because of the hops used to brew the ale. There is a citric taste to IPA usually with notes of grapefruit.

**Amber Ale** is a term used in Australia, France and North America for pale ales brewed with a proportion of crystal malt to produce an amber colour generally ranging from light copper to light brown.

**American Pale Ales** are generally around 5% ABV with significant quantities of American hops, typically Cascade. Although American brewed beers tend to use a cleaner yeast, and American two row malt, it is the American hops that distinguish an APA from British or European pale ales.

**Bitter** belongs to the pale ale style and can have a great variety of strength, flavour and appearance from dark amber to a golden summer ale. It can go under 3% ABV and as high as 7% with premium or strong bitters. Premium Bitter or ESB is Bitter with a strength of 4.8% ABV and over.

**Blonde Ale** Blondes tend to be clear, crisp, and dry, with low-to-medium bitterness and aroma from hops, and some sweetness from malt. A lighter body from higher carbonation may be noticed.

**Golden Ale** A typical golden ale has an appearance and profile similar to that of a pale lager. Malt character is subdued and the hop profile ranges from spicy to citrus.

**Brown Ales** from northeastern England tend to be strong and malty, often nutty, while those from southern England are usually darker, sweeter and lower in alcohol. North American brown ales are usually drier than their English counterparts, with a slight citrus accent and an aroma, bitterness, and medium body.

**Dark Ale** Old ale is a term commonly applied to dark, malty beers in England, generally above 5% ABV, also to dark ales of any strength in Australia.

**Trappist beer** is brewed by Trappist breweries. Six monasteries in Belgium, one in the Netherlands and one in Austria brew beer and sell it as Authentic Trappist Product.

**Lager** is a type of beer that is fermented and conditioned at low temperatures. Pale lager is the most widely-consumed style of beer in the world.

**Amber Lager** Vienna or amber lager was developed in Vienna in 1841. Austrian brewers who emigrated to Mexico in the late 19th century took the style with them. Vienna lager is a reddish-brown or copper-colored beer with medium body and slight malt sweetness.

**Doppelbock** Historically, doppelbock was high in alcohol and sweet, thus serving as “liquid bread” for the Friars during times of fasting, when solid food was not permitted. Today, doppelbock is still strong—ranging from 7%–12% by volume. It is clear, with colour ranging from dark gold, for the paler version, to dark brown with ruby highlights for darker version.

**Pilsener** (or simply pils) is a type of pale lager. It took its name from the city of Pilsen where it was first produced in 1842. The original Pilsner Urquell beer is still produced there.

**Helles** lagers are distinctive from Pilseners in that they have a noticeable malt sweetness, with a delicate balance of spicy hops, but much less bitter than a Pilsner.

**Pale Lagers** tend to be dry, lean, clean-tasting and crisp. Flavours may be subtle, with no traditional beer ingredient dominating the others. Hop character (bitterness, flavour, and aroma) ranges from negligible to a dry bitterness from noble hops.

**Porter** English porter is a dark style of beer originating in London in the 18th century, descended from brown beer, a well hopped beer made from brown malt.

**Stout** is a dark beer made using roasted malt or roasted barley, hops, water and yeast. Stouts were traditionally the generic term for the strongest or stoutest porters, typically 7% or 8%, produced by a brewery.

**Weissbier** Weißbier, sometimes Weissbier ("white beer"), also known as Weizen(bier) ("wheat beer"), is a Bavarian beer in which a significant proportion of malted barley is replaced with malted wheat.

**Cider** is made from fruit juice, most commonly and traditionally apple juice, but also the juice of peaches or other fruit. Cider varies in alcohol content from 2% ABV to 8.5% or more in traditional English ciders.
**O BROTHER THE FIXER**

**Style:** Amber Ale  
**ABV:** 5.5%  
**Price:** €7.50  
**Origin:** Ireland

The Fixer is a 5.5% American Red. We use five types of malt and five hop varieties to build a robust malt platform to balance the flavour and aroma of the Chinook, Citra and Centennial.

---

**FIRESTONE EASY JACK**

**Style:** American IPA  
**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €5.75  
**Origin:** USA

A different kind of Session IPA, brewed and dry hopped with a globetrotting selection of new hop varieties. Delivers massive hop aromas and a signature malt balance.

---

**BEAVERTOWN GAMMA RAY**

**Style:** American Pale Ale  
**ABV:** 5.4%  
**Price:** €7.50  
**Origin:** England

A big, hoppy and fresh pale ale full of juicy American hops giving it a heavy floral aroma full of hibiscus, passion flowers and grapefruit. Your BBQ all rounder, awesome with any grilled meat.

---

**NAPARBIER PALE ALE**

**Style:** American Pale Ale  
**ABV:** 4.4%  
**Price:** €5.75  
**Origin:** Spain

Rebel with cause, appears to be weak with only 4.4 ABV, but nothing more far from reality, the taste is explosive, the freshness of the hops awake your senses and causes that you can not drink only one.

---

**O BROTHER THE CHANCER**

**Style:** American Pale Ale  
**ABV:** 5.4%  
**Price:** €7.50  
**Origin:** Ireland

The Chancer is a 5.4% fresh American Pale Ale. Floral with citrus and grapefruit from the Cascade hop, with peach, apricot and tropical fruit flavours and aromas from Galaxy in the dry hop.

---

**DELIRIUM TREMENS**

**Style:** Belgian Strong Ale  
**ABV:** 8.5%  
**Price:** €7.75  
**Origin:** Belgium


---

**LA CHOUFFE TRIPLE**

**Style:** Belgian Strong Ale  
**ABV:** 8%  
**Price:** €7.25  
**Origin:** Belgium

Bottle conditioned. Golden Ale, strong, spicy, lightly hoppy, with evolving taste. Natural beer, bottle conditioned, unfiltered, not pasteurised and without any additives.

---

**BRUGSE ZOT DUBBEL**

**Style:** Dark Ale  
**ABV:** 7.5%  
**Price:** €7.00  
**Origin:** Belgium

A sweet fruity a candy sugar upfront followed by notes of caramel malts, black pepper, earthy yeasts. Mild pleasant hoppy bitterness in the end.

---

**WELTENBURGER ASAM BOCK**

**Style:** Doppelbock  
**ABV:** 6.9%  
**Price:** €7.25  
**Origin:** Germany

A strong, dark Doppelbock that’s more than meets the eye. Malty- aromatic, sweet, pleasantly heavy, with an intensive fragrance and strong flavour; a world known specialty just like its baroque namesake, the brilliant painter and architect Cosmas Damian Asam.
AYINGER

**CELEBRATOR**

**Style:** Doppelbock

**ABV:** 6.7%  
**Price:** €6.00  
**Origin:** Germany


WYCHWOOD

**GINGERWOOD BEARD**

**Style:** Ginger Beer

**ABV:** 4.2%  
**Price:** €6.25  
**Origin:** England

This amber ale is infused with fiery root ginger to deliver a spicy finish with a bit of bite. Try it if you dare!

WOLD TOP BREWERY

**AGAINST THE GRAIN**

**Style:** Gluten Free Ale

**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €8.25  
**Origin:** England

Britain’s first Gluten Free Beer (gluten 5.1 ppm) smooth creamy, good head and full flavoured indistinguishable from a normal bitter! Also suitable for vegans.

HAMBLETON ALES

**G.F.A.**

**Style:** Gluten Free Ale

**ABV:** 4.8%  
**Price:** €8.25  
**Origin:** England

A tawny beer with aromas of Cascade, Liberty and Challenger hops and dark sugars provide full bodied initial sweetness giving way to pronounced fruit and hop character with a strong citrus finish. Thanks to its formulation and a unique filtration method GFB delivers the full flavour and satisfaction expected from a British beer in a gluten and wheat-free formulation.

GALWAY BAY BREWERY

**OF FOAM AND FURY**

**Style:** Imperial/Double IPA

**ABV:** 8.5%  
**Price:** €9.50  
**Origin:** Ireland

Voted Beoir beer of the year 2014. Our double IPA offering provides everything we love about our hoppy IPAs, just multiplied by two. This DIPA is brewed with Galena, Chinook, Pacific Jade and Simcoe, and has two large dry-hop additions to really push the fantastic citrus aromas and bitter resinous flavours.

BEAVERTOWN

**8 BALL**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 6.2%  
**Price:** €8.00  
**Origin:** England

One of our earliest recipes, we wanted to push this big IPA all the way. So we packed it full of Rye and dry hopped it for days with American hops, using old pool balls to weigh the hop sack down in the beer. Hence the name.

NAPARBIER

**AKER IPA**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 6.7%  
**Price:** €6.75  
**Origin:** Spain

Aker, is our most daring Indian Pale Ale, we use enjoyable hops like Chinook, Amarillo and Centennial. Taste is exceptional, with a perfect bitterness balance. With only 6.7 ABV it’s a suitable choice for all the IPA beer lovers.

FOUNDERS BREWING CO

**CENTENNIAL**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 7.2%  
**Price:** €6.00  
**Origin:** USA

Selected as a benchmark for the Beer Judge Certification Program used in all American based beer judgings. Pour yourself a pint of this complex flavorful ale and bask in the frothy head’s floral bouquet. Relish the immense citrus accents, achieved by the abundance of dry hopping. This ale’s sweet, malty undertones balance the hop character with a finish that never turns too bitter.

EDGE

**HOPTISTIMA**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 6.6%  
**Price:** €7.50  
**Origin:** Spain

A West Coast original, this IPA has bold levels of hop aroma, bitterness, and flavor. Dry hopped in two stages to give it a piney, citrusy and soft fruit flavor to satisfy your hop cravings. Note: DO NOT confuse with the single hop versions.

SKA

**MODUS HOPIERANDI**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 6.8%  
**Price:** €6.75  
**Origin:** USA

An American-style India Pale Ale with a deep golden-orange color. Bitter and hoppy, with a surprisingly smooth finish.

BREWDOG

**PUNK IPA**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 5.6%  
**Price:** £5.75  
**Origin:** Scotland

Post modern classic pale ale. This fresh, full flavour natural beer is our tribute to the classic IPAs of yesteryear. The post modern twist is the addition of amazing fruity hops giving an explosion of tropical fruit flavours and a sharp bitter finish.

FLYING DOG

**RAGING BITCH**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 8.3%  
**Price:** $8.00  
**Origin:** USA

An American IPA augmented with Belgian yeast, our 20th anniversary beer jumps out of the glass and nips at your taste buds with its delicate hop bitterness. At 8.3% ABV, this bitch is dangerously drinkable.
**FOURPURE SESSION IPA**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 4.2%  
**Price:** €5.00  
**Origin:** England

The transatlantic influence of American brewing inspired us to make a clean and sessionable IPA style beer. We’ve used East Coast attitude to deliver a powerful aroma of Crystal and Cascade hops.

---

**SIREN SOUNDWAVE**

**Style:** IPA

**ABV:** 5.6%  
**Price:** €6.50  
**Origin:** England

A 5.6% west coast IPA: golden, immensely hoppy and alive with grapefruit, peach and mango flavours. Soundwave carries her drinker to the west coast, to the golden shores of California where craft ale is nectar. She is the driest of Siren’s ales – full with flavour but subtle with bitterness.

---

**BRASSERIE DE LA SENNE BRUSSELEIR ZWET**

**Style:** Black IPA

**ABV:** 8%  
**Price:** €6.00  
**Origin:** Belgium

Powerful and complex, the Brusseleir is distinguished by its rich malt character and light chocolate notes.

---

**FRUH KOLSCH**

**Style:** Kolsch

**ABV:** 4.9%  
**Price:** €5.50  
**Origin:** Germany

Light yellow golden ale with a medium white head. Aroma is pure malty, grass and some aromatic fruity hops. Refreshingly simple aromatic beer that can be enjoyed easily.

---

**GALWAY BAY BREWERY FULL SAIL**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 5.8%  
**Price:** €6.50  
**Origin:** Ireland

Generously hopped, balanced and refreshing using hops solely from the US. El Dorado contributes bitterness and flavours reminiscent of stone fruits. Columbus gives great character in bitterness, flavour and aroma, contributing to the beers ‘fresh’ nature. Then Cascade, in manically generous amounts at the end of the boil and in dry hopping, contributes its pine-like and spicy flavour to the beer.

---

**SIERRA NEVADA PALE ALE**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 5%  
**Price:** €6.25  
**Origin:** USA

Its unique piney and grapefruit aromas from the use of whole-cone American hops have fascinated beer drinkers for decades and made this beer a classic, yet it remains new, complex and surprising to thousands of beer drinkers every day. It is—as it always has been—all natural, bottle conditioned and refreshingly bold.

---

**BRASSERIE DE LA SENNE TARAS BOULBA**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €5.00  
**Origin:** Belgium

Light blonde with 4.5% alc., generously hopped with the finest aromatic hops, giving it a very refreshing character and a scent reminiscent of citrus.

---

**GALWAY BAY BREWERY BAY ALE**

**Style:** Red Ale

**ABV:** 4.4%  
**Price:** €6.50  
**Origin:** Ireland

Hoppier, yet malt-forward this copper-coloured ale strikes a great balance. Using Northern Brewer, Bobek and Willamette hops alongside a strong malt backbone this beer is both for savoring and thirst-quenching, depending on your mood.

---

**BRASSERIE DE LA SENNE ZINNEBIR**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 5.8%  
**Price:** €5.30  
**Origin:** Belgium

Golden blond with 6% alc., malty, with a fine bitterness and a long aftertaste. The scent is complex, developing a fruity-hop intense fragrance.

---

**ST. BERNARDUS ABT**

**Style:** Quadrupel

**ABV:** 10%  
**Price:** €8.00  
**Origin:** Belgium

Dank with a full, ivory-colored head. It has a fruity aroma, full of complex flavours and excels because of its long bittersweet finish with a hoppy bite. Worldwide seen as one of the best beers in the world. It’s a very balanced beer, with a full-bodied taste and a perfect equilibrium between malty, bitter, and sweet.

---

**SIERRA NEVADA UNDERCURRENT**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €6.00  
**Origin:** England

A 4.5% pale ale with spicy, grassy aromas and a taste of grapefruit and apricot. Undercurrent is part pale, part oats and part caramel barley. Her swirls of bold, bready and nutty malt swirl into a concoction of spicy, citrus, floral hops. Mystery lurks in those cascade and palisade hops.

---

**BREWDOG VAGABOND**

**Style:** Pale Ale

**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €6.00  
**Origin:** Scotland

A foundation of caramel malt is buttressed by a raucously resinous bitterness, as the rioting backdrop of citrus and tropical fruit flow in waves from those twin titans of the US – Centennial and Amarillo. Gluten Free
SIREN
LIQUID MISTRESS

Style: Red IPA
ABV: 5.8%
Price: £6.50
Origin: England

A 5.8% west coast red IPA: burnt raisins and crackers balanced by citrus. Liquid Mistress is our female fatale – mysterious, seductive and disarming. She draws and charms drinkers with her full, red colours. You will soon desire her biscuit-and-burnt-raisin malt base, and peach and grapefruit spark.

DUPONT
SAISON DUPONT

Style: Saison
ABV: 6.5%
Price: £5.50
Origin: Belgium

Saison Dupont is a classic Belgian farmhouse ale. This is a beautifully balanced, complex beer that has a refreshing fruitiness and long, dry finish. It is bottled unfiltered so it may be cloudy or have a slight sediment but this is normal and perfectly natural.

BRASSERIE DE LA SENNE
JAMBE-DE-BOIS

Style: Tripel
ABV: 8%
Price: £6.00
Origin: Belgium

Blond and copper-colored, Jambe-de-Bois is a powerful and full-bodied beer. It has a scent of ripe banana and a subtle blend of old varieties of aromatic hops. As for taste, the malt dominates, supported by a long and delicate bitterness.

SIREN
CALYPSO

Style: Berliner Weisse
ABV: 4%
Price: £6.00
Origin: England

A 4% Berliner-style sour beer that is liberally dry hopped. The newest addition to our core beer range is Calypso, the Goddess known for her sharp tongue. This beer is our homage to this enchantress, a tart, spritzy Berliner-style sour beer. Each batch is dry-hopped differently.

AYINGER
URWEISSE

Style: Dark Weissbier
ABV: 5.8%
Price: £6.75
Origin: Germany

A strong amber-colored, yeast cloudy wheat beer. The beer is strong with the first taste and malty in aroma. The top-fermented, yeasty taste sensation is unmistakable. This beer is rich in sparkle and has just a touch of a special bitters quality. The fruity, mally mild aroma will have you won you over immediately!

AYINGER
BRAUWEISSE

Style: Light Wheat Beer
ABV: 5.1%
Price: £6.50
Origin: Germany

Fragrance and taste of the “yeast-cloudy” wheat beer are distinguished by a refined top-fermented flowery-yeast character and an unmistakable, distinct banana aroma. First sensation on the taste buds is full-bodied, very soft and mild with a lively, champagne-like sparkle. The sparklingly refreshing Ayinger Brauweisse will impress every wheat beer connoisseur with the first mouthful.

AYINGER
WEIZENBOCK

Style: Weizen Bock
ABV: 7.1%
Price: £6.00
Origin: Germany

Our winter specialty is brewed with four different malts and wort separation method. Plato. Ayinger Weizenbock is a top fermented and unfiltered wheat bock beer. Colour is golden with copper tones. Aroma is typically and unique for Ayinger wheat beers. You will find low bitterness and dry taste.

HAMBLETON ALES
G.F.L.

Style: Gluten Free Lager
ABV: 5.2%
Price: £8.25
Origin: England

A pale beer with initial fullness complemented by fruit character derived from East Kent Goldings and Continental Syrian hops, finishing with bitterness and citrus notes. Uniquely balanced and best served chilled.

 punches
**BREWDOG**

**THIS. IS. LAGER.**

**Style:** Lager

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
4.7% | £5.75 | Scotland

The style originated in the Czech town of Plzen, Bohemia (hence Bohemian Pilsner) in 1842. Full flavour, all malt with the refreshing zing of noble hops. An enlightenment classic, it was revered the world over. In the post war era, monolithic corporate brewers drove the flavour and soul from this beer as they dumbed it down beyond recognition.

---

**SCHLENKERLA**

**RAUCHBIER MARZEN**

**Style:** Smoked Beer

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
5.1% | €6.50 | Germany

Bamberg’s speciality, a dark, bottom fermented smoke beer, brewed with Original Schlenkerla Smokemalt from the Schlenkerla maltings and tapped according to old tradition directly from the gravity-fed oakwood cask in the historical brewery tavern.

---

**FOUNDERS BREWING CO**

**PORTER**

**Style:** American Porter

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
6.5% | $6.00 | USA

Pours silky black with a creamy tan head. The nose is sweet with strong chocolate and caramel malt presence. No absence of hops gives Founders’ robust porter the full flavor you deserve and expect. Cozy like velvet. It’s a lover, not a fighter.

---

**EDGE**

**PADRINO**

**Style:** Porter

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
6.9% | €7.50 | Spain

Like “El Padrino” this beer is strong, reliable, smooth, and always looking out for you. Loaded with a wide variety of malts the result is a dark, smooth and truly drinkable porter. The hops are subtle but they let you know they are present.

---

**GALWAY BAY BREWERY**

**STORMY PORT**

**Style:** Porter

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
5.5% | €6.50 | Ireland

Rich and complex roasted malts contribute to this porter’s coffee and chocolate flavours. The rich malt bill is balanced by Target and Willamette hops. Suited to cold evenings, hearty stews, rich and dark chocolate desserts.

---

**SIREN**

**BROKEN DREAM**

**Style:** Stout

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
6.5% | €6.50 | England

A 6% breakfast stout with a gentle touch of smoke, coffee and chocolate. Broken Dream is deep and complex. She lurks in your imagination. She binds smoke and coffee aromas with chocolate, milk and oats to create something thick, velvety and slick.

---

**BEAVERTOWN**

**SMOG ROCKET**

**Style:** Smoked Porter

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
5.4% | €7.50 | England

Inspired by the Industrial Revolution and the Steam Train. Back in those days, the Porter was the everyday toast of the working-class masses. Let’s raise a glass to the people that made Britain ‘Great’.

---

**GALWAY BAY BREWERY**

**BURIED AT SEA**

**Style:** Stout

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
4.5% | €6.50 | Ireland

Decadent and complex while remaining wholly refreshing and drinkable. This stout is brewed with milk sugars and chocolate to give rich flavours and body that goes down smooth.

---

**LEFT HAND**

**NITRO MILK STOUT**

**Style:** Stout

**ABV** | **Price** | **Origin**
---|---|---
6% | €7.75 | USA

This English style of beer, also known as Sweet Stout or Cream Stout, first appeared in London in the late 1800’s. The milk sugar adds a well rounded sweetness to this dark beer and makes it an outstanding, year round stout.
### SAVANNA DRY CIDER

**Style:** Apple Cider  
**ABV:** 5.5%  
**Price:** €5.25  
**Origin:** South Africa

Savanna Dry is naturally brewed and matured and is made from Granny Smith apples grown in the Elgin area in the Western Cape.

### MACIVORS MEDIUM IRISH CIDER

**Style:** Apple Cider  
**ABV:** 4.5%  
**Price:** €6.95  
**Origin:** Ireland

Made from 100% fresh apples grown in County Armagh, they are cold pressed and slowly fermented. The result is a fresh and fruity cider with medium sweetness. Pours pale gold with lively carbonation. Sweet red apple flavours give this fresh and fruity cider a clean, crisp finish.

### MACIVORS TRADITIONAL DRY

**Style:** Apple Cider  
**ABV:** 5.6%  
**Price:** €6.95  
**Origin:** Ireland

MacIvors traditional dry cider pours deep gold with light carbonation. Rich complex cider apple flavours give this full bodied cider a long dry finish.

### LINDEMANS KRIEK

**Style:** Cherry Beer  
**ABV:** 3.5%  
**Price:** €7.75  
**Origin:** Belgium

A sparkling cherry flavoured brew which is smooth and refreshing.

### FRUH KOLSCH ALKOHOLFREI

**Style:** Kolsch/Ale  
**ABV:** 0%  
**Price:** €3.75  
**Origin:** Germany

Refreshing simple aromatic beer that can be enjoyed easily.

### BREWDOG NANNY STATE

**Style:** Pale Ale  
**ABV:** 0.5%  
**Price:** €4.25  
**Origin:** Scotland

This beer is now focussed on getting all that is good about BrewDog into a practically alcohol free format. It is a West Coast inspired pale ale with a difference!

### WELTENBURGER WEISSBIER ALKOHOLFREI

**Style:** Weizenbier  
**ABV:** 0%  
**Price:** €3.75  
**Origin:** Germany

Light and stimulating, tasty and aromatic despite the lack of the flavour enhancer alcohol. Its taste convinces in the tradition of the classic Weltenburger Wheat Beers - enjoy this low-calorie beer without regret.

### BOON OUBE GEUZE

**Style:** Geuze  
**ABV:** 6.5%  
**Price:** €10.00  
**Origin:** Belgium

A magnificent blend of 90% mild 18 month-old lambic, 3% strong 3 year-old beer and 5% very young lambic. Before bottling we bring the mix to fermentation temperature. The bottles are then placed in an air-conditioned room, which leads to a secondary bottle fermentation. This is when the lambic becomes gueuze.